Susanne Hirt
Photographs - Professional - with Other Physical Therapists 1952-1985
Sue @ MCK / w/ PT's elsewhere
Phoenix June 1980
Betsy Leonard
Pep Wieser

Announcement of
Mary Wilgus
Award
PF 38-30

Greek + Sue
Where 2
PIT Conference
AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION
EUROPEAN TOUR AUGUST 1973
1955 (?)  
Three Chopst Rd  
Richmond

1955 2

1963  
Fred Szumski  
Sue Hirt  
MargotTrimble  
7. Whistler  

SEPT. 1956
Dorothy Fugitt
Florence Case
Mabel

1962
Dr. Fred Vultee
Carlton Jones
Shirley Stockmeyer
Bertie Fellows
Margot Denker

MCM - Sec. Hirs' off
Old Memorial Hospital

Florence Case (Chief)
Dorothy Fugitt